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First Assembly Church is one of the newest mega churches in Greensboro, North Carolina.

Unfortunately, The Holy Spirit isn't the only spirit alive in between the walls.The Blanks are the first

family of First Assembly. Pastor Edwin Blanks II (Junior) is the head pastor. Along with his brothers,

sisters and Mama Eloise, First Assembly is run like a well-oiled machine.That is until a new family

enters the picture. The Harlot family. Three identical triplets; Jezebel, Delilah, Tamar and the

matriarch Lilith make themselves at home at First Assembly.Temptation seems to be lurking around

every corner, and the members of the congregation seem to forget that what's done in the dark will

soon come to the light.Be prepared to be shocked. Church Whore...
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This has got to be one of my favorites by this author! And when you hear "church whore" you

immediately think of a woman doing scandalous things in the church. Yeah those Harlot sisters

(cleverly named after the whores in the bible) were scandalous and a bit mysterious but them damn

Blanks brothers were the epitome of whores! Smdh...the only one with any type of sense was



Edem. And I'm curious to know who the sister Elisea was seeing. Now, I need to know who didn't

make it at the end. Ready for part 2! WHAMP!!!!

This book is great. There were a few spelling errors but not as many as some other books that I

have read. I love the closeness of the Blanks family, but them boys were something else. I was sad

that Mila was killed. The Harlot sisters are pure evil. This book kept me on my toes and wanting

more. I was sad when the baby was kidnapped and then when it was announced that Edem died. I

can't wait for book 2.

This book was a truly awesome read. Although I think the book still needs some editing, I think the

book was awesome. I did get confused with all the different real names and nicknames of the

different characters. However, the characters and storyline are very well developed. I think this

author has lots of potential and I am looking forward to reading book number two and three of this

title. Look out Zane, Faith had me looking up some things I hadn't heard about before. The Harlot

sisters ain't nothing but the devil spawn.

My Review for This book...Faith this is my first review by you and I am overly impressed I loved the

story and those pastor's was a hot cheating mess.The triplets was shady and deceitful...I will not go

to deep into the story but I just want to say this I look forward to reading more by you and I will

recommend your work to my book buddies.

A couple of typos. Don't know why these authors don't edit their work....smh! Overall the the title of

the book says it all. It was full of sex, drama and redemption. Although, I don't like the fact that it has

a cliffhanger, I still might check out the next installment.

Good book. With names like Jezebel, Delilah and Tamar you should know these ladies were

trouble, but some men just like playing with fire. I can't wait to read the next instalment to see how

they got away from it.

Author Faith have another one on her bookshelf. I have read many church theme books, but this

one takes the cakes. There a whole lot of drama in this family. Faith keep the drama up in this book,

can't wait to read part#2



How in the world can you classify this as Christian Fiction? The sample alone has more cursing then

some urban books. This should be removed from category IMMEDIATELY!!!!!! I just don't

understand!
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